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Fig. 1. Linear and Radial temperature range charts designed for mobile phone displays, representative of the stimuli used in our crowdsourced experiment. The colored bars encode observed temperature ranges and are superimposed on gray bars encoding average temperature ranges. Corresponding Week, Month, and Year charts display the same data (Seattle temperatures in 2015).

Abstract—In the first crowdsourced visualization experiment conducted exclusively on mobile phones, we compare approaches to visualizing ranges over time on small displays. People routinely consume such data via a mobile phone, from temperatures in weather forecasting apps to sleep and blood pressure readings in personal health apps. However, we lack guidance on how to effectively visualize ranges on small displays in the context of different value retrieval and comparison tasks, or with respect to different data characteristics such as periodicity, seasonality, or the cardinality of ranges. Central to our experiment is a comparison between two ways to lay out ranges: a more conventional linear layout strikes a balance between quantitative and chronological scale resolution, while a less conventional radial layout emphasizes the cyclicality of time and may prioritize discrimination between values at its periphery. With results from 87 crowd workers, we found that while participants completed tasks more quickly with linear layouts than with radial ones, there were few differences in terms of error rate between layout conditions. We also found that participants performed similarly with both layouts in tasks that involved comparing superimposed observed and average ranges.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of smartphones and mobile apps, it has become commonplace to consume quantitative information on a mobile device. People consult apps and websites on their phone to monitor and compare quantities pertaining to weather, finance, personal health, and countless other interests. Designers often represent these quantities visually to facilitate skimming, comparison, and the identification of trends and outliers. While extensive research has been conducted to understand how people perceive quantities using charts on desktop displays, mobile phones have less physical screen real-estate with unique aspect ratios, and are viewed in various viewing conditions. So far, we have little understanding of how a mobile phone context influences the effectiveness of visualization. In this paper, we study how people experience visual representations of quantitative information when constrained by the size and aspect ratios of small displays. Specifically, we experimentally investigate charts that display ranges over time, a type of information appearing often on mobile phones.
A range is a pair of quantitative values, such as the low and high temperature of a single day, or the minimum and maximum selling price of a stock in a financial quarter. To present multiple ranges where each range is associated with a unit of time, a common approach is to visually encode these ranges as bars or pairs of points, positioned relative to one quantitative axis and one chronological axis (e.g., see the top row of Figure 1, where the former axis is vertical while the latter is horizontal). Among many factors to consider when visualizing ranges over time, we address four of them in a crowdsourced experiment conducted with 87 crowd workers using their own mobile phones:

- **Layout**: A more conventional Linear layout has a balanced quantitative and chronological scale resolution versus a less conventional Radial layout that emphasizes the cyclicity of time and may prioritize discrimination between values at its periphery.
- **Data source**: Two sources of range data (a city’s daily high & low temperatures, and a person’s sleep schedule of bedtimes & wakings times), both being representative of data consumed on a phone.
- **Granularity**: Three granularities of time (Week, Month, and Year) that correspond with an increasing cardinality of ranges and thus a higher density of daily range marks (7, 28 – 31, and 365 – 366).
- **Task**: A representative set of five value retrieval and comparison tasks that people are likely to perform with ranges over time.

We contribute findings from our experiment, which reveal performance differences between Linear and Radial layouts of ranges over time in the context of data characteristics, granularities of time, and different tasks. Overall, while participants completed tasks faster with Linear layouts than with Radial ones, both layouts generally incurred a similar number of errors. Participants also universally preferred Linear layouts. Given these findings, we discuss design implications for mobile use cases involving the visualization of ranges. From a methodological standpoint, we build upon previous work involving the crowdsourcing of graphical perception [32] to offer the first crowdsourced visualization experiment conducted exclusively on mobile phones.

## 2 Background and Related Work

We were inspired by the rise of mobile apps incorporating visualization, as well as by alternative approaches for visualizing ranges, which include work by practitioners and work published in the research literature. Our work also draws from existing research on visualizing data on mobile devices. However, more work is needed to evaluate design choices for mobile devices [10], to provide guidance that is particular to characteristics of the data and the context of use.

Mirroring the rise of visualization on mobile devices, the body of research literature proposing and evaluating visual encoding and interaction techniques for mobile devices has also emerged in recent years [53], including efforts to establish a research agenda in this area [42]. This body of work spans different datatypes, including continuous time-series data [18], hierarchical data [3], and spatiotemporal data [39], as well as various application areas, from healthcare [19] to navigation [36]. Others have considered the design of touch interactions for data visualization on tablet devices (e.g., [8, 27, 34]). While we do not focus on mobile interaction design nor tablet devices in this work, we empirically evaluate design choices for a datatype that has yet to be examined on mobile phones, that of ranges over time.

### 2.2 Visualizing Ranges

A range is a pair of values sharing a common quantitative domain. While a range can be encoded using two marks positioned along a one-dimensional scale, with one mark for the start of the range and the other for its end, it is more common to encode a range with a rectangular mark spanning part of the scale. When multiple ranges are placed adjacent to one another, a viewer can perform position comparisons along the shared scale. Unlike a bar chart, a “range chart” comprised of multiple rectangular marks would form what Fuchs et al. refer to as a profile without a common baseline [29], in that the rectangles need not be aligned to the start of the scale’s domain (such as in the top row of Figure 1). In this sense, a range chart is visually similar to a simplified version of a boxplot [54], one that encodes the start and end of ranges rather than a full set of distribution statistics. While there may be other visual channels with which to encode a set of ranges, such as the “color stock chart” used in Albers et al.’s evaluation of aggregation techniques for time-series data [4], we focus primarily on position along a common scale, a visual channel that is known to be more effective for quantitative judgments relative to other channels [47].

In practice, range charts incorporating rectangular marks are fairly common, particularly in weather reporting. For instance, the print edition of the New York Times features a small multiple range chart encoding high and low temperatures for 22 major American cities for the five preceding days and the next five days, which are superimposed over the average and record high & low temperatures for those same days. Elsewhere, we have encountered range charts spanning seven months [11] up to an entire year [49]. Kekeritz’s “Weather Radials” [37] presents 365 days of recorded and average temperature ranges for 35 cities as small multiples, and unlike previous range charts, consecutive ranges in the Weather Radials chart are laid out radially to emphasize seasonal variation and the cyclicity of time. More recent radial range charts have presented variations on the Weather Radials design [16, 41, 45], and several radial range charts can be found throughout Lima’s recently curated collection of circular charts [44]. Although radial layouts have a long history in the visualization community [24, 26], radial layouts of ranges (such as in the bottom row of Figure 1) have yet to be examined by the research community [29], especially in the context of mobile devices. We thus compare linear and radial range charts for the first time in our experiment.

### 2.3 Ranges on Mobile Phones

Several existing mobile apps incorporate linear range charts, including weather apps like Dark Sky [23], Weathertron [38], and Weather Line [48]. Linear range charts can also be seen in activity tracking apps such as Azumio’s Sleep Time [6] and Garmin’s Connect [30], as well as in the sleep tracking features of Apple’s Health app [5], in which the quantitative axis corresponds to hours of the day and the range marks indicate the hours slept. Motivated by these apps, we incorporate both temperature and sleep range data in our study.

In the research literature, several applications incorporate range charts. For instance, SleepTight [20] allows a person to identify interesting patterns and inconsistencies in their sleep data, as well as how contextual factors impact their sleep. Recent work by Kay et al. [36] evaluated alternative encodings of bus arrival time distributions on mobile phones that emphasize uncertainty in the span and shape of the distribution, examining how these designs support the comparison of ranges and distributions over time. While we do not consider uncertainty in ranges in our experiment, how uncertainty interacts with the factors considered in our experiment is a promising future direction.

In the data visualization literature, it is important to consider the context of the data and the context of use. For example, Chittaro’s “SleepTight” [19] application allows a person to identify interesting patterns and inconsistencies in their sleep data. Recent work by Kay et al. [36] evaluated alternative encodings of bus arrival time distributions on mobile phones that emphasize uncertainty in the span and shape of the distribution, examining how these designs support the comparison of ranges and distributions over time. While we do not consider uncertainty in ranges in our experiment, how uncertainty interacts with the factors considered in our experiment is a promising future direction.

## 2.4 Visualization Evaluation Studies

Our work continues the tradition established decades ago [21] of studies that empirically compare visual encoding design choices with human subjects. In recent years, we have seen several experiments compare...
alternative visual encodings for time-oriented data, although these have tended to focus on continuous time-series data where graphical marks share a common baseline [2, 28, 33]. An exception is Albers et al.’s study of alternative encodings for aggregated time-series data [4], where they compared a simplified boxplot against seven alternative encodings in the context of six tasks, which included identifying the maxima, minima, and extent of the encoded ranges. In our work, we compare a similar linear range encoding against its radial counterpart with data of varying characteristics and at three granularities of time.

Following the crowdsourced graphical perception work of Heer and Bostock [32], our experiment involved the use of a crowdsourcing platform, which helps to overcome the limitations of controlled lab studies as it provides a diverse and large participant pool [12]. To our knowledge, our work is the first to conduct a visualization evaluation study on participants’ mobile phones leveraging a crowds platform.

3 Experiment

To investigate the visualization of ranges over time on mobile phones, we designed an experiment involving four factors: data source, temporal granularity, layout, and task.

3.1 Two Sources of Range Data

Motivated by existing mobile apps profiled earlier and by a desire to maximize external validity, we used real temperature and sleep duration data as sources of ranges over time.

Temperature range data: We used Seattle’s daily high and low temperatures for every day of 2015 (from https://www.wunderground.com), which we will refer to as observed ranges, combined with average high and low temperatures for those same days (from https://www.intellicast.com), which we will refer to as average ranges.

Sleep duration range data: We used a near-complete year of recorded sleep ranges posted on the /r/datasets subreddit (https://redd.it/1c1sah). We used this dataset to generate a semi-synthetic dataset of observed ranges informed by work discussing circadian rhythms and weekday / weekend differences [1]. Our data thus had no missing days or multiple ranges per day resulting from napping or interrupted nighttime sleep. To generate the analog of an average temperature range for sleep data, we considered the medical advice of maintaining a consistent sleep schedule [7] and sleeping for approximately 8 hours each night [22]. We therefore calculated the average bedtime across the dataset, rounded to the nearest half-hour, and designated a recommended sleep time of 8 hours starting from this time.

These two datasets differ in three respects. First, the Seattle temperature ranges exhibit seasonal variation over the course of a year, while the sleep duration ranges exhibit a more periodic pattern, with variation occurring between weekdays and weekends. Second, the average temperature ranges fluctuate seasonally, while the average sleep range is consistent throughout the year. Finally, the quantitative domain of sleep duration ranges is also consistent, with an upper bound of 24 hours (the maximum for a single day), while the quantitative domain of temperature ranges varies considerably across weeks, months, and years. If we consider our set of observed temperature ranges, the domain of temperature ranges for a single week in January is much smaller than the domain of temperature ranges across an entire year (cf. Figure 1), as it is absent of extreme short-term temperature fluctuations.

Both datasets were modified to reduce the impact of skewed distributions and to ensure unique correct responses to the tasks defined in Section 3.5. We removed outlier values and ensured that each week, month, and year contained a single unique maximum and minimum observed range value, replacing duplicate values with other observed values sampled from the same week.

3.2 Three Levels of Temporal Granularity

Existing weather and sleep-tracking mobile apps vary in terms of the number of ranges shown in a single chart, from 7 days of ranges to a range for every day in a month. We were curious as to what the upper bound might be in terms of the cardinality of ranges, or whether it would be possible to display several months of daily sleep duration ranges, as in Boam’s “7 Months of Sleep” [11], or a year of daily temperature ranges (e.g., [37, 49]), especially since the pixel resolution of contemporary mobile phones is now larger than the number of days in a year. We therefore decided to consider three granularities of time corresponding to 3 cardinalities of ranges: a Week (7 ranges), a Month (28–31 ranges), and a Year (365 or 366 ranges).

3.3 Two Layouts: Linear and Radial

Inspired by the charts profiled in Section 2.2, we considered both Linear and Radial layouts of time, as shown in Figure 1 and in Table 1.

In a Linear range chart, the quantitative scale is orthogonal to the chronological scale; in our case, the chronological scale is horizontal with time proceeding from left to right. For Temperature data (see the top row of Figure 1), cooler temperatures are lower on the screen, as per the convention used in weather reporting. In contrast, the quantitative scale is inverted for Sleep data (cf. the top row of Table 1), with bedtimes for the labeled day appearing toward the top of the screen and waking times for the subsequent morning toward the bottom. While a night’s sleep typically spans two calendar days, we adopt a convention used in sleep tracking to attribute sleep beginning before 5am to the previous waking day, rather than to the day in which the waking occurs, so our date labels refer to the day of the bedtime.

In a Radial range chart, the quantitative scale emanates from lower values (in our case, cooler temperatures or bedtimes) at the center toward higher values (warmer temperatures or waking times) at the periphery, while the chronological scale is circumferential, proceeding clockwise beginning at 12 o’clock. One potential advantage of a Radial layout is that it emphasizes visual continuity, reinforcing cycles such as a year’s seasonal temperature cycles or weekday / weekend sleep routines. On the other hand, one potential disadvantage of a Radial layout is that it may suggest continuity where none exists, such as between the beginning and end of a single month.

We selected these two layouts to investigate a trade-off between quantitative and chronological scale resolution. As an example, consider an iPhone 6 held in portrait mode, which has a display width of 375 px and a device-pixel-ratio of 2x, resulting in 750 px. For both of our layouts, we maintained a consistent chart size with a square aspect ratio spanning the entire width of the display, with a margin of 12.5% on all sides of the chart to accommodate axis ticks, leaving 562 px with which to scale the quantitative and chronological domains. With the Linear layout, the quantitative scale extends 562 px vertically while the chronological scale extends horizontally. In contrast, the Radial layout compresses the quantitative scale to half of the chart width (281 px), since the scale emanates from the center toward the periphery. Accordingly, all of the range marks in a Radial layout are half the length of their Linear counterparts. Meanwhile, the chronological scale extends circumferentially in a Radial layout, spanning 1766 px at the periphery. Thus, we expected that performance may suffer with the Radial layout when discriminating between quantitative values and lower values in particular. Conversely, we expected that one might benefit from the increased chronological resolution of a Radial layout when discriminating between chronological values. Furthermore, the gap between adjacent range marks is greater with a Radial layout (compare the top and bottom row of Figure 1), and we were curious about how this affects value discrimination at the different granularities of time.

3.4 Range Encoding

Our Linear and Radial range charts both feature the same visual encoding choices for observed and average range marks.

The observed range marks incorporate a redundant color encoding of the ranges inspired by the “Weather Radials” chart [37], which assigned a single color value to each range based on the day’s average temperature value. While we expected that a redundant color encoding might be beneficial to viewers, we noted that there is no analogously meaningful “average sleep value” for a sleep duration range. Therefore, instead of a single color value for each range, our implementation applies a unique color gradient to each range via a LAB interpolation through a 3-class diverging red-yellow-blue scale [17] mapped to the quantitative domain, following Bremer’s method [15]. As a result,
We selected five tasks (indicated in Table 1) that span varying levels of difficulty: Locate Date, Read Value (for an indicated date), Locate Min / Max (range value), Compare Values (for an indicated date), and Compare Ranges (in two indicated regions). Each of these tasks involves position judgments along either a common chronological or quantitative scale, where the marks do not share a common baseline [29]. Despite our consideration of Radial layout, none of our selected tasks involve angular judgments, such as estimating the time elapsed between two ranges. We derived these tasks from Brehmer and Munzner’s task typology [14], by considering the various combinations of two Search actions (Lookup and Locate) with two Query actions (Identify and Compare) in the context of ranges over time.

Table 1. Our experiment included five experimental tasks, presented to participants in this order, from relatively simple to complex. This table illustrates these tasks using Sleep range data. Each task was preceded by an introductory instruction (top row). The second row shows an example trial for each task. The table also indicates the possible response values and the number of trials for each task. To complement this table, we provide a video of representative experimental trials as supplemental material at https://github.com/Microsoft/rangesonmobile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task 1: Locate Date</th>
<th>Task 2: Read Value</th>
<th>Task 3: Locate Min / Max</th>
<th>Task 4: Compare Values</th>
<th>Task 5: Compare Ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductory instruction shown to participants:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example trials and their correct responses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of test trials across levels of granularity:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: 6 Linear + 6 Radial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the start of ranges appear bluer to reinforce the semantics of cooler temperatures or nighttime, while the end of ranges appear redder to reinforce warmer temperatures or daytime.

Each observed range mark is superimposed over a wider grey rectangular encoding the average range for that day. We also overlay grey line marks corresponding to low and high average values above the observed range, allowing the silhouette of average ranges to remain visible at higher granularities of time (e.g., Figure 1-right).

3.5 Tasks

We selected five tasks (indicated in Table 1) that span varying levels of difficulty: Locate Date, Read Value (for an indicated date), Locate Min / Max (range value), Compare Values (for an indicated date), and Compare Ranges (in two indicated regions). Each of these tasks involves position judgments along either a common chronological or quantitative scale, where the marks do not share a common baseline [29]. Despite our consideration of Radial layout, none of our selected tasks involve angular judgments, such as estimating the time elapsed between two ranges. We derived these tasks from Brehmer and Munzner’s task typology [14], by considering the various combinations of two Search actions (Lookup and Locate) with two Query actions (Identify and Compare) in the context of ranges over time.

3.6 Research Questions

Prior to data collection we framed three research questions that we intended to ask in the context of both sources of range data:

Q1 / Layout: How does layout (Linear or Radial) affect performance across the five tasks?

Q2 / Granularity: How does the temporal granularity (and thus the cardinality of ranges) affect performance across the five tasks?

Q3 / Target range value: For tasks that ask participants to attend to either the Start or End values of ranges (Read Value, Locate Min / Max, Compare Values), do participants benefit from increased scale resolution at the periphery of a Radial layout, and conversely does performance degrade from smaller marks and a reduced chronological resolution at the center?

Note that we do not include a research question regarding the two data sources, as an analysis of the differences between these two groups would not be appropriate. This is due to confounding factors that include differences in range value distributions (as described in Section 3.1), subtle differences in task instruction wording reflecting different data semantics, and an inversion of the quantitative scale for the Linear representation (as described in Section 3.3).
3.7 Experiment Design

We conducted a mixed-design study with repeated measures as an online experiment. Data source was a between-subjects factor while task, granularity, and layout were within-subjects factors. The order of tasks was fixed as numbered in Table 1, while the order of layouts and granularities was randomized for each participant and for each task.

Altogether, the experiment required approximately 30 minutes to complete, including an introductory tutorial and a subjective response survey at its conclusion. The introductory tutorial asked participants to hold their phone in portrait mode with their non-dominant hand or to lay their phone on a flat surface, to respond to tasks by tapping with the index finger of their dominant hand, and to take breaks between tasks as necessary. These instructions were included to promote consistency in participant behavior and to reduce the impact of fatigue incurred by holding a phone for half an hour. We also wanted to discourage participants from responding with the thumb of the dominant hand while holding their phone, as larger phones can impede movement of the thumb, especially for people with smaller hands. The introduction proceeded to incrementally introduce annotated versions of the visual encodings used in the experiment. Each of the five tasks was also preceded by a brief task-specific introductory instruction indicating how to complete each task (top row of Table 1).

Table 1 also indicates the number of trials per task. For each task / granularity / layout combination, participants first completed a practice trial and received feedback regarding the correctness of their response; if incorrect, they could try again until they responded correctly, and we highlighted the correct response after two failed attempts. Participants then completed between 2 and 6 test trials for each granularity and layout, depending on the task: the Read Value, Locate Min / Max, and Compare Values tasks each included 2 trials that asked about the start values of ranges, as well as 2 trials that asked about the end values of ranges; the Locate Min / Max task additionally included 2 trials at the Week and Month levels of granularity which asked participants to locate the range with the largest span. We omitted the Year level of granularity for the Read Value and Compare Values tasks, as pilot participants reported these trials to be exceedingly difficult; we similarly reduced the number of Locate Min / Max trials at the Year level. For tasks other than Locate Min / Max, we selected target days at random, and we ensured that any single Week or Month of the range dataset was randomly selected in at most one Week or Month trial per task.

We also interspersed 6 additional trials of the relatively easy Locate Date task at the Week level of granularity at various points throughout the latter four tasks, which we used to test the participants’ attention and their ability to respond to changing instructions. When a participant responded incorrectly to any of these “quality control” trials, we used this as an indicator of inattention to the task and excluded the participant’s data from any subsequent analysis. Taking into account all task / granularity / layout combinations and excluding practice and quality control trials, participants completed a total of 84 trials.

3.8 Metrics

Completion Time: In all tasks, a dialog indicating the trial instruction preceded each trial; tapping on it revealed the corresponding range chart and triggered the start of a timer.

In the Locate Date and Locate Min / Max tasks, we asked participants to tap on the chart to contain a specified target value inside of a rectangle or wedge marked with a yellow dashed outline centered around their touch point (see Table 1), which we will refer to as a response indicator. We devised the response indicator to counteract the fat finger problem, as our focus in this experiment was not on fine-grained touch-based selection. While the geometry and size of the response indicator differed between Radial and Linear layouts relative to the physical chart dimensions, we ensured that the response indicator was sufficiently large, spanning the equivalent domain of possible response values along the chronological or quantitative scale. In the Locate Date, Locate Min / Max, and Compare Ranges tasks, the size of the response indicator varied according to the temporal granularity of the data: at the Week level of granularity, the response indicator spanned a single day, while at the Month and Year levels of granularity, the response indicator spanned 3 days and 31 days, respectively. Since the response indicator was wider than a single day at the Month and Year levels of granularity, participants were told that the target does “not have to be exactly in the middle.” In the Read Value task, the response indicator was a rectangle or pair of concentric rings spanning 10% of the quantitative domain (see the second column of Table 1).

Once the response indicator appeared, the “Done” button at the bottom of the screen became enabled. The trial Completion Time is thus the time until the participant tapped on this button. The Compare Values task provided a fixed set of three responses, so the trial Completion Time was the time until the participant pressed any one of these. Finally, the Completion Time in the Compare Ranges task was either the time until the participant tapped on the “Done” button, which became activated after tapping on either the pink or the cyan response indicator in the chart, or until the participant tapped on the “Equally Aligned” button.

Error Rate: In the first three tasks, we classified a participant’s response as an error if the specified target value fell outside of the response indicator when they tapped on “Done.” In the Compare Values and Compare Ranges tasks, only one of the three possible responses was correct in each trial.

Subjective Responses: The concluding survey asked participants to select their preferred layout and to rate their confidence with both layouts from 1 (low) to 5 (high) at each level of granularity.

3.9 Participants

We initially recruited 13 current and former colleagues for a pilot experiment; an experimenter personally observed four pilot experiment sessions and solicited feedback regarding the usability of the experimental application and the difficulty of the tasks. The remaining pilot participants were remote and provided feedback via email.

Since those in our first pilot experiment were generally familiar with HCI and/or visualization, we conducted a second pilot experiment via Amazon Mechanical Turk with 12 participants. This second pilot gave us an impression of how long the experiment would take with crowd workers and allowed us to calibrate the quality control trials.

Satisfied with the results of the second pilot, we recruited MTurk workers with a planned sample size of \( N = 100 \), randomly assigning 30 to a Temperature group and 50 to a Sleep group. We limited our recruitment to “masters” level workers with HIT approval ratings of 99% or higher and to those from the United States. To attain additional consistency across participants, we specified that workers use a smartphone running iOS 9 or greater or Android 5 or greater, that they use either the Chrome or Safari mobile browser, and that they have adequate battery power and a stable WiFi connection prior to beginning the study. As our experiment took approximately 30 minutes to complete, we paid each crowd worker $4 USD, being slightly higher than the current federal minimum wage in the USA. Upon completion of the experiment, we asked participants to copy a completion code provided by our application into the MTurk interface; if no code was provided after 60 minutes of starting the experiment, we considered the session to be abandoned and it was re-assigned to another crowd worker. Finally, we disallowed workers from participating in the experiment multiple times, and to this end our application used a browser cookie to prevent the application from loading if it detected a repeat visitor.

3.10 Implementation and Deployment

Our experimental software is a Node.js application [35], which we deployed as an Azure web app [46] at https://aka.ms/ranges, which allowed us to log responses to our experimental tasks as custom events with Azure’s Application Insights tool. We used D3.js [13] (v4) to visualize the range data. The web app can only be viewed from a mobile phone held in portrait mode, and it is compatible with recent versions of mobile web browsers such as Chrome and Safari. The source code of our application is available under a MIT open source license at https://github.com/Microsoft/rangesonmobile.
4 Results

We analyze, report, and interpret all of our inferential statistics using interval estimation [25]. Our experiment data and our analyses are available alongside the application source code in the same repository.

We report the sample mean for task / granularity / layout combination according to the metrics defined in Section 3.8. We also report 95% confidence intervals (CIs) indicating the range of plausible values for the population mean. For Completion Time, we use t-statistic confidence intervals, while we use BCa bootstrap confidence intervals for Error Rate and participants’ self-reported Confidence [9]. We log transformed participants’ Completion Times to correct for positive skewness and we present anti-logged geometric mean Completion Times [25, 52].

We excluded data from six participants from the Temperature group as well as from two participants from the Sleep group for failing to respond correctly to our quality control trials. We excluded data from another four participants in the Temperature group and one from the
We now report effect sizes relating to our research questions from Section 3.6. We planned all analyses in this section before collecting data. For Completion Time, we report pair-wise comparisons as differences in means. As before, we also report 95% CIs.

Q1 / Layout: Figure 6 shows ratios between mean Completion Times, indicating that participants in both groups were up to slower with Radial layouts in the first three tasks. This difference was more pronounced with the Read Value task (20%–42% slower) and the Locate Min / Max task (13%–30% slower). On the other hand, participants were not slower with Radial layouts when performing the two comparison tasks, with the exception of those in the Sleep group performing the Compare Values task, where they were 2%–21% slower with a Radial layout. Unexpectedly, ratios in Completion Time between the two layouts shrank as the granularity increased (Figure 7).

Figure 8 shows that we have inconclusive evidence to suggest that either layout incurred more errors for Temperature group participants in any single task. In contrast, with a Radial layout, Sleep participants committed 1%–8% fewer errors in the Locate Date task, 2%–16% more errors in the Read Value task, and 11%–20% more errors in the Locate Min / Max task. We also have little evidence for a difference in Error Rate among Sleep group participants for the comparison tasks.

Q2 / Granularity: Figure 9 shows that participants were typically slower to complete tasks with a Month or Year of ranges than with Week of ranges, and in all but the Locate Date task, participants were slower with a Year of ranges than with Month of ranges. In Locate Min / Max task, it is worth noting that those in the Sleep group took more than twice as long (107%–149%) in Year trials than in Week trials, which was a much larger difference than what we saw from the Temperature group (43%–71% slower).
Figure 10 shows that Error Rates were higher from Month to Week in the first three tasks and that increases in granularity beyond that did not necessarily result in a higher Error Rate. For instance, in the Locate Min / Max task, the Error Rate at the Year level was 5%–15% lower than at the Month level among those in the Temperature group. In the Sleep group, differences in Error Rate were similar to those of the Temperature group except in the Locate Min / Max task, where the Error Rate was 3%–15% higher from Year to Month.

Q3 / Target range value: Figure 11 shows that participants were slower with Radial layouts regardless of whether the task asked them to attend to the Start or End value of a range, except in the Compare Values task. Additionally, we found no evidence of a difference in Error Rate between the layouts when we faceted the results by target value (Figure 12), at least for the Temperature group.

However, we did find Error Rate differences in the Sleep group, where Radial layouts incurred more errors in the Locate Min / Max task regardless of target value, as well as 1%–10% more errors when reading Start values in the Read Value task.

5 DISCUSSION

Considering the analyses presented in the preceding section, we now discuss design implications for visualizing ranges on mobile phones and opportunities for future research.

5.1 Implications for Design

Our chart stimuli and response interactions were intended for a mobile phone held in portrait mode and are not well-suited for a large display, such as a desktop. Therefore, our findings and the discussion in this section should not be used to inform the design of charts depicting ranges over time on devices other than mobile phones.

How to decide between a Radial or Linear layout. There has been a resurgent interest in charts with circular or Radial layouts, both from the research community (e.g., [2, 28, 29]) and from the visualization practitioner community, as such charts are often praised for their aesthetic qualities [44]. For instance, Kekeritz’s “Weather Radials” [37] received notable press coverage and an Information is Beautiful award in 2014. Although we have seen many circular or Radial layouts in charts designed for print and larger displays, we were curious about the prospect of a Radial layout for ranges on mobile phone screens.

Despite their potential aesthetic appeal, our participants did not prefer range charts with a Radial layout, opting instead for a Linear layout, one that they felt more confident in using. Our participants’ subjective responses are reinforced by the finding that they were generally slower with a Radial layout, but this difference in speed is less pronounced at higher granularities of time and was not apparent when performing comparison tasks. Contrary to our expectations, we were most surprised to learn that despite a greater visual emphasis on higher values at the periphery of a Radial layout, participants still took longer to locate the day with the latest waking time.

In terms of design guidance, for use cases that involve comparing observed range values against average range values, we would expect similar performance from either a Linear or Radial layout. Example use cases would include determining if a month’s observed temperature ranges deviated from average temperatures, or determining if one’s sleep schedule has drifted from an idealized schedule. If the use case involves reliably Locating Min / Max values, we recommend against the use of a Radial layout. However, it is still possible that a Radial layout provides an advantage in tasks other than those we tested, such as identifying trends or deviations from seasonal patterns over the course of several years (e.g., Hawkins’ superimposed radial line graphs in Climate Spirals [31]), which we leave as a question for future work.

How many ranges can you show on a mobile phone display? The weather and sleep-tracking apps that we profiled in Section 2.3 varied in terms of how many ranges they displayed on a single screen, from 7 to 31. Despite a small display size, we were curious as to whether an entire Year of daily ranges could be shown on a mobile display and still be put to practical use. For instance, a person might want to reflect

Fig. 9. Pairwise Year, Month, and Week Completion Time ratios.

Fig. 10. Pairwise Year, Month, and Week Error Rate differences.

Fig. 11. Radial / Linear Completion Time ratios by target range value.

Fig. 12. Radial – Linear Error Rate differences by target range value.
on their sleep habits over the course of a year, or examine the annual temperature variation of a city to determine the best time to visit.

Considering our results, the answer to this question depends in part on the task and in part on the source of range data. For participants who saw Temperature ranges, a Year of ranges did not pose great difficulty, and when they were asked to Locate Min / Max values, their worst performance was not with a Year of ranges but with a Month of ranges, which may simply be an unconventional time window for consuming weather information. These participants also remained fairly confident with a Year of ranges, at least relative to those who saw Sleep data, whose performance generally worsened as the granularity increased.

Also of note are the results of the Compare Ranges task, in which a Year of ranges incurred a high number of errors, regardless of the source of the data or the layout of the chart.

An alternative to showing a full Year of daily ranges would be to aggregate them into weekly or monthly ranges, like how the Weather-Line app shows an average temperature range for each month [48]. The disadvantage of aggregation is that the presence and effect of extreme values is not immediately apparent. Thus we would need to consider the encoding of outliers, adopt a boxplot-like design, and / or permit a drill down interaction from a Year to a Month or Week. A second alternative would be to show a year of daily ranges only when the phone is held in landscape mode, although this would preclude the use of a Radial layout, as it requires a square aspect ratio.

**Congruence with data and task.** Another way to frame our research questions is to ask which combination of layout and granularity is congruent with the combination of data and task. In particular, we noted throughout this paper that a Radial layout reinforces the cyclical nature of time. However, not all cycles are of interest for all sources of range data. For instance, a week is a cycle defined by cultural convention, one in which many people adopt a “weekly routine” with a desired sleep schedule, so comparing sleep durations to this schedule is congruent with a Radial layout at this granularity. In contrast, the weather does not follow a weekly cycle but an annual one, and thus a Radial layout may only be justifiable for comparison tasks at this larger granularity. Similarly, a month is unlikely to be a meaningful cycle length for either sleep routines or temperatures, whereas it might be meaningful in the context of lunar or tidal cycles.

5.2 Limitations & Future Work

Any comparative experiment such as ours involves tradeoffs between external validity and control over possible confounds. Our crowdsourcing approach allowed us to recruit many participants who could perform the experiment using their own mobile phones without an experimenter present to observe (and impact) their performance. Yet, we had no way to control the context in which participants performed our experiment. Similarly, our choice of datasets may not be representative of all possible distributions of temperature and sleep range values or of other sources of range data.

Despite these limitations, considering our manipulation of the datasets described in Section 3.1, two pilot experiments, and our calibration of practice and quality control trials, we believe that our results are representative of typical performance. Going forward, we want to account for other factors that we could not accommodate in this study, specifically focusing on the following avenues for future work.

**The role of range semantics and redundant encoding.** Our experimental stimuli and task instructions repeatedly conveyed the semantics of the ranges, featuring temperature- and sleep-related iconography and word choices. Similarly, the redundant color gradient encoding for observed ranges reinforced the warm / cool continuum with Temperature data and the nighttime / sunrise dichotomy with Sleep data. An interesting direction for future work could involve removing these semantic cues in an effort to determine how they affect task performance, or using other sources of range data, such as the daily range of a stock’s selling price or the daily range of a building’s energy demand.

**A personal relationship with ranges.** We can assume that most people consume temperature information more often than information pertaining to when they sleep. Moreover, people such as our participants are likely to have expectations with regards to seasonal variation in temperature, whereas our participants had no personal connection to the sleep ranges that we presented to them. It would therefore be worthwhile to repeat our experiment with self-identified “quantified selfers” examining their own data. Many quantified selfers track their sleep habits and thus would have expectations with regards to periodic patterns across ranges as well as explanations for deviations from an average range. Similarly, we could show future study participants weather data from where they live; in our experiment, we used Seattle’s daily high and low temperatures, and our application logs revealed that none of the Temperature group participants were located in the Pacific Northwest, so we are unable to determine if a lived experience of these ranges would have affected task performance.

**Beyond a single mobile visualization study.** While designing and piloting our experimental application, we iteratively refined response interactions for the five experimental tasks so as to be compatible with a mobile phone and with a crowdsourced deployment, simplifying the interactions as much as possible. In the first three tasks, the only interaction provided by the chart interface is used to complete the task: tapping on the chart to position the response indicator around a target value, designed to reduce the impact of the fat finger problem. We also asked participants to respond to tasks by tapping with their index finger, since larger phones may disadvantage reaching with one’s thumb while holding the phone in the same hand. The two comparison tasks featured a relatively simpler response interaction: each trial asked participants to tap on one of three options. It would be interesting to conduct comparative evaluations of alternative mobile interaction design choices for different combinations of task and datatype leveraging a crowdsourced approach, particularly with response interactions that are less impacted by how the phone is held or by which finger(s) provide touch input. This might help us attain more separable estimates of perceptual difficulty and response difficulty. More generally, it is a promising avenue for future work to develop a methodology or framework to guide researchers with respect to conducting crowdsourced studies of (interactive) data visualization on mobile devices. Finally, experimenters should also investigate ways to increase instruction compliance and response quality by requesting access to the phone’s orientation, microphone, WiFi, and ambient light sensors, so that we might discard and replace trials where a detectable change in the environment occurs.

6 Conclusion

We reported results from a crowdsourced visualization experiment, the first to be conducted exclusively on mobile phones. Our experiment focused on ranges over time, a type of data that is often consumed via a mobile phone. Our goal was to identify limitations in terms of how many ranges could feasibly be displayed on a small screen, and to compare participants’ task performance when using either a Linear or Radial layout of range marks. In terms of the cardinality of ranges, our analyses revealed limitations that vary by task and data source; although temperature ranges and sleep duration ranges share the same data abstraction of ranges over time, we observed several instances where performance differed between the two sources of range data. With respect to layout, participants generally performed tasks more quickly with a Linear layout, though both layouts generally incurred a similar number of errors. In tasks that involve comparing observed and average range values, we expect people to perform similarly with both layouts. Our results motivate several directions for future work in the context of mobile data visualization, including a consideration of effective ways to aggregate ranges for display on mobile phones, as well as further studies to compare mobile visualization design choices.
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